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12 Hours of Oleta
Suffering Together
By: Tom Pike
January 16, 2011
Tom Pike lives in South Florida
is a Ellsworth Team Rider and a
regular contender on the Florida Mountain Bike Scene. Tom
has won the Silver Medal at the
USAC National Mountain Bike
Championships and is two time
Florida State Mountain Bike
Champion. In his “spare time”
he works teaching Film Production at the Design and Architecture Senior High in Miami, FL.
North Miami, Florida - Every year I look forward to the Twelve Hours of Oleta mountain
bike endurance race held at Oleta River State
Park in North Miami, Florida.
Personally, I love Oleta. I know I’m in the
minority on this one. Yeah it’s got roots
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and rocks. But of all the South Florida trails
systems, Oleta is the one that got me the
most prepared for the treacherous downhill
section at Mt. Snow, Vermont, when I did the
last USA Cycling National Championship race.
Flying down that was like Oleta on steroids.
The Oleta course was a ten mile lap. It had
fire road mixed with Oleta’s notoriously technical narrow single track. It required constant
attention and really the only rest spots were
the sections of fire road they included.
For the past two years Mickey and I have
done the twelve hour two person team.
Mickey had a foot injury this year so I did the
six hour solo open class.
The day was a perfect Florida winter day
with temps in the low 70s and a little cloud
cover. By nightfall temps hung out in the
60s. The traditional start was a Le Mans
style with about a 200-yard run to our bikes.
I hadn’t really trained for the solo, thinking
I would be doing the team, so I settled into
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my pace and went for it.
One of the best parts of doing the Twelve
Hours of Oleta is the atmosphere. There’s a
different feel to the competition, kind of like
“We’re all in this together,” that makes the
suffering worthwhile.
“12-hour races are much more laid back,”
says Dave Berger of Gone Riding Promotions,
“Everyone is there for awhile so you don’t
see the high intensity. You have people on
teams who might not race for two or three
hours kind of kicking back. A lot of people
are cooking food and treating it like a camp
atmosphere. The vibe is always good,” continues Berger, “Endurance races are easily
our most favorite races to do because we
have time to be with everybody and enjoy
the camaraderie.”
The turn out was good with 200+ riders,
which was up from last year. The biggest
category being the six hour solo.
The top rider on the day was Sebastian Ortiz
(BIG WHEEL CYCLES). “After lap number six
I had a few minutes of gap on Bob McCarty
(Team McCarty),” said Ortiz. “I was never
confident with the gap that I had on Bob,
since I know what kind of rider he is, and how
he can change things around in no time,”
confided Ortiz. “My last lap was the worst,”
continues Ortiz, “I was not focused on what
I was doing. I went down twice and I started
to feel fatigue setting in. I just wanted to
finish. When I crossed the finish line, it was
kind of hard to believe that it was my first
time getting a first place!”
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WHEEL CYCLES) who finished third overall in
the twelve hour solo! The top six hour rider
was Drew Edsall (Super Cool Bike Shop/Txtsignal.com/Endurancefactor.com). The top
team was the City Bikes team with 15 laps.

For all the results and more photos go to the
NEW Gone Riding website
http://www.goneriding.com/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=
122&Itemid=205
Many thanks to all of the sponsors with
special thanks to Cannondale Bicycles and
Mack’s Cycle and Fitness. You guys rock!
So to wrap up, by the 6-hour solo cutoff I
had done seven laps or 70 miles and finished
eighth overall in the six hour solo open class!
Considering I hadn’t trained for a solo I was
hoping for top ten so I was pleased with the
result!
On to the final races of the Coconut Cup!
Ride hard, Ride safe!
Peace, Pike!
FCM
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“It makes me feel so good when I’m racing at
my home trails or trails in Florida—
you have so many people cheering you up
which gives you so much motivation to keep
riding. I just love that,” said Ortiz. “Thanks
to Darren Venditti from SCOOT, SKATE &
BIKE who let me borrow his rear shock for
the race,” Added Ortiz.
The top female was Jennifer Moos (BIG

Jennifer Moos- 1st Place 12 Hour Sole Female
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